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Introduction
An answer to the holonαorphic equivalence problem for arbitrary bounded
Reinhardt domains was given in [1]. It seems interesting to investigate wheth-
er a similar result on unbounded Reinhardt domains holds or not.
Now, for a pair (a,b) of non-negative real constants with (a, δ)Φ(0, 0) and
a positive real constant r, let us consider an unbounded Reinhardt domain D
ab
(r) in C2 given by
Here, when ab=0, for example, when b=0> the domain Dttt0(r) is understood as
We are concerned with the holomorphic automorphisms and the equiva-
lence of the domains DOtb(r). In the present paper, we confine ourselves to
the case where a and b are integers. The case where a and b are arbitary non-
negative real constants will be treated in the subsequent paper [3].
Our main result of this paper can be stated as the following theorem.
Theorem. If a domain D
ab(r) with (ay b)^(Z^0)2 is biholomorphic to a do-
main DUfV(s) with (u, v)^(Z^0)2, then there exists a transformation φ given by
φ: C2=)(z, w) f-* (as, βw)<=C2
or
φ: C 2 3(^, to) f-> (γw,
such that φ(D
atb(r))=DUtV(s), where Z^o denotes the set of non-negative intergers
and a, β, 7, δ are non-zero complex constants.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall basic concepts
and results on Reinhardt domains. In particular, we give a general formula-
tion of the holomorphic equivalence problem for Reinhardt domains as well as the
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motivation of the consideration of domains DOtb(r). In Section 2, we introduce
the notion of a Liouville foliation, which plays a key role in our investigation.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of a certain class of unbounded Reinhardt do-
mains in (C*)2. The results are used in Section 4 for discussing the holomor-
phic automorphisms and the equivalence of domains D
ab(r) with (a, δ)e(Z^0)2.
The author would like to thank Professor Bedford for helpful suggestions.
1. Basic concepts on Reinhardt domains
We first collect some notations and terminology. The set of non-zero
complex numbers is denoted by C*. The multiplicative group of complex
numbers of absolute value 1 is denoted by U(l). An automorphism of a complex
manifold M means a biholomorphic mapping of M onto itself. The group of
all automorphisms of M is denoted by Aut(M). Two complex spaces are said
to be holomorphiclaly equivalent if there is a biholomorphic mapping between
them.
We now recall some basic concepts and results on Reinhardt domains (cf.
[2, Section 2]). Write Γ=(?7(l))n. The group T acts as a group of automor-
phisms on Cn by
(a
v
 •••, «,)•(*!, —, #„) = («Λ, —i oc
n
z
n
)
for (al9-,an)*ΞT and (zv-,zn)e=Cn.
By definition, a Reinhardt domain D in Cn is a domain in Cn which is stable
under T, that is, such that a DaD for every a^T. The group T then acts
as a group of automorphisms on D. The subgroup of Aut(Z)) induced by T
is denoted by T(D).
An automorphism φ of (C*)n is called an algebraic automorphism of (C*)w
if the components of φ are given by Laurent monomials, that is, φ is of the
form
— * 5 ', i = 1, •••, n ,
where (a
u
)(=GL(n, Z) and (α, )eΞ(C*)n. The set Aut
aIg((C*)w) of all algebraic
automorphisms of (C*)M forms a subgroup of Aut ((C*)n).
Let £> be an algebraic automorphism of (C*)n and write φ(z)=(φ
ι
(z)> •••,
φ
n
{z)). In general, the components <p
v
 *" >φ
n
 have zeroes or poles along each
coordinate hyperplane. If, for two domains D and D' in Cn not necessarily con-
tained in (C*)n, they have no poles on D and φ\ D->Cn maps D biholomorphi-
cally onto D\ then we say that φ induces a biholomorphic mapping of D onto
D'.
Consider a biholomorphic mapping φ\ D->D' between two Reinhardt do-
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mains D and Dr in C\ Then φ is induced by an algebraic automorphism of
(C*)w if and only if it is equivariant with respect to the Γ-actions, or equivalently
if and only if it has the property that <pT(D)φ~ι=T(Df). Biholomorphic map-
pings between Reinhardt domains equivariant with respect to the T-actions
may be considered as natural isomorphisms in the category of Reinhardt domians.
In view of this observation, we say that two Reinhardt domians in Cn are al-
gebraically equivaelnt if there is a biholomorphic mapping between them induc-
ed by an algebraic automorphism of (C*)\
In terms of the notion of algebraic equivalence, the holomorphic equi-
valnce problem for Reinhardt domains may be formulated as the problem of
studying the relationship between the holomorphic equivalence of Reinhardt do-
mains and the algebraic equivalence of them. It is clear that if two Reinhardt
domains in Cn are algebraically equivalent, then they are holomorphically
equivalent. What we have to ask is whether the converse assertion holds or not:
Problem. If two Reinhardt domains D and D' in Cn are holomorpically
equivalent, then are they algebraically equivalent ?
To specify this problem to the case where both D and Df contain the origin,
we need the following lemma, whose proof is straightforward, and is omitted.
Lemma 1.1. (cf. [1, Section 4]). Let φ be a biholomorphic mapping be-
tween two domains in Cn both containing the origin. If the components of φ are
given by Laurent monomials, then φ is induced by an algebraic automorphism of
(C*)n of the form
where σ is a permutation of {1, •••, n} and (ccly •••, α M ) e ( C * ) M .
The concept of an algebraic automorphism of a Reinhardt domain will
be needed later. An automorphism of a Reinhardt domain D in Cn is called
an algebraic automorphism of D if it is induced by an algebraic automorphism of
(C*)n. The set Aut
alg(D) of all algebraic automorphisms of D forms a sub-
group of Aut(D).
We conclude this section with observations which motivates the considera-
tion of the unbounded domains D
Λtb(r) given in the introduction.
In order to express a Reinhardt domain D in Cn geometrically, it is conve-
nient to consider the image of D* : = Df] (C*)w under the mapping ord: (C*)*->
Rn given by
ord(«1 >-..,^) = (-(2ίr)-1log 1*1, - , - ( 2 * ) - 1 log | * , | ) .
The subset ord(Z)*) of Rn is called the logarithmic image of D. Clearly, ord
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(Z)*) is a domain in Rn.
Here are some observations about the relationships between Reinhardt
domains and their logarithmic images (cf. [1, Section 2]). Firstly, if D is a
Reinhardt domain Cn, then D is bounded if and only if
ord (Z^cίfo, •• ,?.)eΛj£1><:ι, - , ξn>cn}
for some constants cly •••, cn. Secondly, if D is a Reinhardt domain in (C*)w,
then D is algebraically equivalent to a bounded Reinhardt domain if and only
if the logarithmic image ord(Z)) of D has the convex hull containing no com-
plete straight lines. Thirdly, if a Reinhardt domain D in Cn is pseudoconvex,
then the logarithmic image ord(D*) of D is a convex domain in Rn.
Let D be a Reinhardt domain in Cn. In order to discuss the holomorphic
equivalence problem, we may assume without loss of generality that D is pseu-
doconvex. The observations above give a consequence that D is essentially
unbounedd when a convex domain in Rn given as the logarithmic image ord
(D*) of D contains complete strainght lines. In case n=2, the condition that ord
(Z)*) contains complete strainght lines implies that ord(Z)*) is of the form
ord (2)*) = {(&, ξ2)^R2\c<aιξ1+a2ξ2<cf}9
that is, D* is of the form
B* = i(*v *2)^C21ec< | z x /
for some real constants a
v
 a2y c, c' with (αx, ^ ^ ( O J 0) and —
The domains D
ab(r) with which we are concerned are basic objects among
those Reinhardt domains in C2 whose logarithmic images are half-planes.
2. Liouville foliation
Let M be a complex manifold. A collection {Σ0}ΛGA of subsets ΣΛ, αG^ί
of M is called a Liouville foliation on M if the following four conditions are satis-
fied:
(LI) If a
v
 a2eΞA and a^a2, then Σ Λ l Π Σ Λ 2 = 0
(L2) U Σ
Λ
- M ;
(L3) For each subset 2
Λ
, any bounded holomorphic function on M takes
a constant value on 2
Λ
(L4) For every a
v
 a2^A with a^a2, there exists a bounded holomorphic
function h on M such that the constant values of h on 2
Λ l and ΣΛ 2 are different.
If there exists a Liouville foliation on M, then we say that M has a Liouville
foliation. The following lemma shows that M has at most one Liouville foliation.
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Lemma 2.1. If {ΣJ^A and &Ά«'<=A'> a r e t w o Liouville foliations on a
complex manifold M, then they coincide, that is, there exists a bijective correspon-
dence τ: A->Af between the index sets A and A' such that Σ*=Σί(
Λ
) for every
Proof. We first show that if Σ^ΠΣί/ΦO, say jpeΣ
Λ
 ΠΣ*', then Σ
β
=Σί/.
Suppose contrarily that Σ^ΦΣί'. Then there exists a point q^M such that q^
Σ«ΛΣ£', or geΣ£'\Σ*, where, for example, Σ«ΛΣ£' denotes the intersection of Σ*
and the complee complement of Σ*' in M. We may assume without loss of gen-
erality that ^ΣtfΛΣ*. Since pGΣ
Λ
 and ^ΦΣ*, it follows from (L4) that there
exists a bounded holomorphic function h on M such that h(p)^ph{q). But, since
/>GΣ£' and yeΣί ' , this contradicts (L3).
Now, it follows from (LI), (L2) and what we have shown above that, to
each element α G i , there is associated a unique element τ(a)^A' for which Σ*
=Σί(
Λ
). The desired correspondence is given by i B α ι - > τ ( α ) G i ' . q.e.d.
The next proposition plays a key role in our investigation.
Proposition 2.1. /f <p: M->M' is a biholomorphic mapping between two
complex manifolds M and M\ and if M and M' have Liouville foliations {ΣJ
 ΛξΞA
and {Σ£'}<*'(=,!', respectively, then there exists a bijective correspondence T: A-+A'
between the index sets A and A' such that 0>(Σ
Λ
)=Σί(
Λ
) for every
Proof. It is readily verified that {^ >(Σ
Λ
)}
 ΛGA is a Liouville foliation on M'.
We have only to apply the above lemma to the Liouville foliations {φ(Σ
Λ
)}
 Λ(ΞA
and {Σ*'}*'^' o n M'. q.e.d.
3. Domains D*b
For an element (α, b) of Z2 with (α, &)Φ(0, 0), we define an unbounded
Reinhardt domain D*b in (C*)2 by
Note that Z)f i 0=Δ*xC*, where Δ * = { f e C | 0 | < IΠ < l } .
In this section, we discuss the automorphisms and the equivalence of the
domains D*b. The results will be used in the next section.
We begin with a remark that D*b=D*v if (a, b)=k(u9 v) for a positive
integer k. Consequently, in the study of domains D*b, we may assume with-
out loss of generality that (a, b) is a primitive element of the free module Z2,
that is, (a, b) is not a positive integral multiple of any element of the free module
Z2 except itself. Throughout this section, we assume that (a, b) is a primitive
element of Z1.
We now discuss the equivalence of domains D*b.
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Lemma 3.1. Every domain D*tb is algebraically equivalent to the domain
Dto.
Proof. Since (a, b) is a primitive element of UΓ2, we can find integers cy d
for which ad—bc=l. Using these integers c, d> we define an algebraic auto-
morphism φ of (C*)2 by
φ\ (C*)23(s, w) h^ (zawb, zcwd)(Ξ(C*)2.
Then it is readily verified that φ(D*tb)=Dft0. q.e.d.
As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we obtain the following pro-
position.
Proposition 3.1. Every two domains D*b and D*v are algebraically equiva-
lent
REMARK. In the above proposition, Df
v
 is algebraically equivalent to Dfb
under a transformation of the form
ψ: D?.,3(ar, w)\-*(zpw
where
satisfies
(3.1) {
By Lemma 3.1, in order to describe the automorphisms of domains D*>b,
we need to investigate the automorphisms of the domain Df0.
Lemma 3.2. If G(Dft0) denotes the subgroup of Aut(Dft0) consisting of all
transformations of the form
Dft0=)(z, w) ι-> (z, X(z)w)tEDl0,
where X is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on the punctured unit disk Δ*,
then
Aut (Df o) = G(D?,o) Aut
alg
Furthermore, Aut
alg(Df>0) consists of all transformations of the form
Df
ι0Ξ=>{zy w) H> (az, βzkw*)£ΞD£0,
where k<=Z, 6 = ± 1 , at=U(l), andβ(=C*.
Proof. Note first that Df0 has a Liouville foliation. Indeed, for each
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Δ*, set Σ^= {(#, w) e Dfo\ z=ζ}. Clearly, the collection {Σ
ζ
} f
eΔ* of the subsets
S ?, ί G Δ * , of Z)ft0 satisfies (LI) and (L2). Since, for each £G=Δ*, the subset S$
is an analytic subset of £)ff0 which is holomorphically equivalent to C*, (L3) fol-
lows by Liouville's theorem. To see (L4), consider the bounded holomorphic
function h on Dff0 given by h(z, w)=z. Then, for every £ e Δ * , we have Σ^=
{(*, w)tEDtt0\h(z, w)=ζ}. This implies that if ζ, Γ G Δ * and ?Φξ", then the
constant values of h on 2^ and Σ /^ are different, and (L4) is verified.
Now, let/be any element of Aut(D?t0). By Proposition 2.1, there exists a
bijective correspondence T: Δ*->Δ* between Δ* and itself such that/(Σf)=Σ
τ
(£)
for every Ϊ G Δ * . This implies that/can be written in the form
/ : Dt.o=)(z9 zv) h+ ( τ (*), θ(zy zv))<EDft0,
where θ(z> w) is a holomorphic function on Df0. As a consequence, the map-
ping T: Δ*->Δ* is holomorphic. Since T is bijective, it follows that τ(z)=az
for a constant
oo
To determine θ(z, w)> let ^(^, w) = 2 7«(^)^n be the Laurent expansion
of θ(z, zv) with respect to w, where γ
n
(#), n^Z, are holomorphic functions on
Δ*. Fix any point ζ of Δ*. It follows from the relation /(Σf)=Σ
τ
(o that
the mapping C*9a;Hfl(?,^)EC* gives a biholomorphic mapping of C* onto
itself, and hence that θ(ζ, w)=γw* for a constant γ e C * , where 5 = 1 or S= — 1.
By the uniqueness of the Laurent expansion, we have γ
n
(ζ)=0 for all #=#±1,
while we have either T ^ O ^ γ φ O and γ_
ι
(ζ)=0 or γ1(ξ')=O and </_,(£)=γ=(=0.
Since this holds for every £ e Δ * , we see that θ(z,w)=X(z)w2 for a nowhere-
vanishing holomorphic function λ on Δ*, where 6=1 or £ = — 1.
The results of the preceding paragraphs show that every automorphism
/ of Dft0 is given by
/: Z)?,o3(#, w) i - (α*, λ ( ^ ε ) e D f , o ,
where 6=±1> # ^ t/(l), and λ is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on
Δ*. If we set/'eG(jD?f0) and// rG Autalg(Df,0) as
/ ' : Bt.Q^(*, to) ι-> (z, (\o
π
and
/ " : A*o3(^, w) H> (az, w9
where ^ denotes the automorphism of Δ* given by π(z)=a"1z) then f=f°f",
which proves the first assertion. To prove the second assertion, it is enough to
observe that/eAut
a l g(Df f 0) if and only if X(z)=βzk9 where k^Z and /3eC*.
Proposition 3.2. If G(D*fb) denotes the subgroup of Aut(D*$) consisting
of all transformations of the form
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(3.2) D*b=>(z9 «0 H> (\(zawb)-% Λ(zawb)aw)£ΞD*b,
where λ is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphίc function on the punctured unit disk
Δ , then
Aut {D*b) = G(Z)*») Autβlβ (Z)*,) .
Furthermore, Aut
alg(.D2%) consists of all transformations of the form
(3.3) Z)*, 3 (*, w) h* (azpw\ βzrws) e Z)* *,
α λέro a, β^C* satisfy
(3.4) l « Π i β | » = l
(3.5) (a,b)A = (a,b).
Proof. Using the biholomorphic mapping φ\ Z)?tί->Z)?t0 given in Lemma
3.1, we have Aut(Z)* i )=^" 1 Aut(Z)ffo)^, and hence, by Lemma 3.2, Aut(Z)*ft)
=φ~
ιG(D¥t{i)φ-φ-1 Aut a l g(Df t 0)^ Since <peAut((C*)2), it follows that Auta l g
(Df t ί)=φ" 1 Autalg(Z)f>0)9?. On the other hand, a straightforward computation
yields that G(Dfb)=φ~1G(DftQ)φ. Thus we conclude the first assertion. The
second assertion follows immediately from the relation A\itSLlg(Dftb)=<p~1 Autalg
(Df.o)φ and the second assertion of Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
4. Automorphisms and equivalence of domains D
a>h with (α, b) G
( ^ o ) 2
In what follows, we always deal with domains D
ab(r) for which (a, ό ) e
We begin with preliminary observations. Firstly, for every positive con-
stant r, the domain D
ab(r) is algebraically equivalent to the domain Dab{\)
under a suitable transformation the form
C2 3 (z, w) t-> (az, βw) G C2,
where (ay β) EΞ (C*)2. Hence, in order to discuss the automorphisms and the
equivalence of domains D
ab(r), it is enough to deal with domains Dab (1). For
brevity, we set D
ab—Dab(l). Secondly, in the study of the domains Dab, we
may assume without loss of generality that (ay b) is a primitive element of Z2. In
fact, as remarked at the beginning of the preceding section, we have Dpq=Duv
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if (p, q)=k(u, v) for a positive integer k. Throughout this section, we assume
that {a, b) is a primitive element of Z2. In particular, in case ab=0, we have
(α, δ)=(l, 0) or (ay b)=(0, 1). Note that J 5 u = Δ x C and Doι=CxAy where
A={ζ(=C\\ζ\<l}.
We now present a basic lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Every domain D
ab has a Liouvillefoliation.
Proof. Consider first the case where #δφθ. For each ?GΔ, set Σζ={(zy
w)^DOtb\zawb=ζ}. Clearly, the collection {Σζ}ζ<=A of the subsets Σ<r, ?GΔ, of
D
ab satisfies (LI) and (L2). Since, for each ζΈΔ*, the subset Σ^ is an analytic
subset of D
ab which is holomorphically equivalent to C* under the transforma-
tion φ given in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and since Σ
o
 is the analytic subset of
D
ab given by Σ o = {(#, w)^C2\zw=0}, (L3) follows by Liouville's theorem. To
see (L4), consider the bounded holomorphic function h on D
ab given by h(zy w)
=zawb. Then, for every ζeΔ, we have Σ$ = {(ar, w)eD
ab\h(z, w)=ζ}. This
implies that if ξ\ ξ " e Δ and ?#=?', then the constant values of A on Έ,ζ and Σ /^
are different, and (L4) is verified.
Consider next the case where ab=Q. Suppose (ay b)=(l, 0). Then, for
each ?GΔ, set Σζ={(z,w)^D1Q\z=ζ}. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we
can show that {Σ^
eΔ} is a Liouville foliation on Dl0. When (α, δ)=(0, 1), a
similar construction gives a Liouville foliation on Z)
o>1 as well. q.e.d
An application of this lemma gives the following result on automorphisms.
Theorem 4.1. According as the cases (i) ab=0 and (ii) αδφO, the auto-
morphisms ofD
ab are described as follows.
(i) Aut (D10) consists of all transformations of the form
Dlt0ΞB>(z, to) f^  (τ(*), λ(*)w+/*(*))eZ) l t Q ,
where τeAut(Δ), λ is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on Δ, and μ is a
holomorphic function on Δ. Also, Aut(D0>1) is given by Aut(Z>01)=σ-Aut(Z>1>0)σ~1,
where
σ: Dh0^(z, w) h^ (w,
(ii) If G(D
Λtb) denotes the subgroup of A\it(Dab) consisting of all transfor-
mations of the form
D
atbΞ)(z, w) H> {\{zawbγbzy X{zawb)aw)ξΞDath,
where λ is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on Δ, then
Aut (Z)..,) = G(Z)M).Auta l g (Z>..»).
Proof. Consider first the case (i). To prove the first assertion, let
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be the Liouville foliation on DlQ given in Lemma 4.1. If / is any element of
Aut(D1>0), then, by Proposition 2.1, there eixsts a bijective correspondence T:
Δ-*Δ between Δ and itself such that/(Σ^)=Σ
τ
(o f°r every ? e Δ . This implies
that/ can be written in the form
/: A.o3(*, «0 ^ M*), Θ(Z, w))eD l l 0 ,
where 0(#, α>) is a holomorphic function on D10. As a consequence, the map-
ping T: Δ->Δ is holomorphic. Since T is bijective, T is an automorphism of
Δ.
oo
To determine θ{zy w), let θ(z, w) = Σ Ύn(z)wn be the Taylor expansion of
0(#, w) with respect to w, where fγ
n
(z)y τz=O, 1, 2, •••, are holomorphic functions
on Δ. Fix any point ζ of Δ. It follows from the relation/(Σ^)=Σ
τ
(o that the
mapping C:Bwt->θ(ζ,w)^C gives a biholomorphic mapping of C onto itself,
and hence that θ(ζ, zo)=γw-\-δ for constants γ e C * and S e C . By the unique-
ness of the Taylor expansion, we have γ
Λ
(£)=0 for all wΦO, 1, while we have
rYι(ζ)41O. Since this holds for every fGΔ, we see that θ(z, zϋ)=X(z)w-\-μ(z)
for a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function λ on Δ and a holomorphic func-
tion / ionΔ.
The results of the preceding paragraphs conclude the first assertion of
(i). For the second assertion of (i), it is enough to observe that σ gives a bihol-
omorphic mapping between D
ιQ and DQ1.
Consider next the case (ii). Let {Σζ}£SΔ be the Liouville foliation on Dab
given in Lemma 4.1. If/is any element of Aut(DM), then, by Proposition 2.1,
there exists a bijective correspondence T: Δ—>Δ between Δ and itself such that
f(Έ,ζ)—Σ
τ
(ζ) for every ?EΔ. AS a consequence, Σ
o
 and Σ
τ
(0) must be holomor-
phically equivalent. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.1, for every ζΈ Δ*,
the analytic subset Σ^ is non-singular, while the analytic subset Σ
o
= {(#, w) e
C2\zw—0} is singular. Therefore we must have ΣT(O)=ΣO, so that/(Σ0)=Σ0.
Since D
ab is the disjoint union of D*b and Σo, this implies that f(Dftb)=D*ιbj
and hence that the restriction/* of/to D*b gives an automorphism of D*b.
By Proposition 3.2, there exist an element / ' of G(D*>b) written in the
form (3.2) and an element f" of Aut
alg(Dftb) written in the form (3.3) such that
/ * = / ' o / " . Using (3.4) and (3.5), we see that/* is written as
(α(λo^)(«««;*)-Vw«, β(\o
π
)(zawb)azrws)(=D*b,
where π denotes the automorphism of Δ* given by π(ζ)=aaβbζ. Note that
\o
π
 is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on Δ*. Since / * has the
holomorphic extension/ from D*b to Daby it follows that (\oπ)(ζ) has at most
pole at £=0, and hence that (X°π)(ζ)=ζkX*(ζ) for an integer k and a nowhere-
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vanishing holomorphic function λ* on Δ. Substituting this into (4.1), we have
(4.2) /*(*, to) = ( α λ ^ j V w ', β\*(zawb)az''ws'),
wherep'=—kab+p, q'=—kb2+q, rr=ka2-\-ry and s'=kab+s. If we define an
element g of G(D
ab) by
g(z, w) = ((λ o ^ ^ w * ) * ^ (λ*o^- i ) (^^)-^) ,
where 7Γ is regarded as an element of Aut(Δ), then, by (4.2) and (3.5), for (#,
Sincegof^Aut(D
ab) and since Z>Λi contains the origin, it follows from Lemma
1.1 that go/eAut
a l g (D M ). If we write gr=g°f then f=g'1og\ where £ - 1 e
) and # ' e Aut
alg(Z)M). This proves (ii). q.e.d.
In view of the observations made at the beginning of this section, our the-
orem stated in the introduction is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2
below.
Theorem 4.2. If D
ab and Duv are holomorphically equivalent, then they
are algebraically equivalent under the identity transformation or the transforma-
tion of the form
Proof. Let φ: D
uv
->D
ab be a biholomorphic mapping of DUΌ onto Daln
and let {Σζ}^
eΔ and {Σ£'}£'eΔ be the Liouville foliations on Dab and Dup given
in Lemma 4.1, respectively. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a bijective cor-
respondence T: Δ->Δ between Δ and itself such that 9>(2£')=2T(f/) for every
Suppose first ab=Q. If uvΦQ, then the analytic subset 26 is singular.
Since, for every ζ^A, the analytic subset Σ^ is non-singular, this contradicts the
relation <τ>(Σo)=2
τ
«» We thus conclude that uv=0, and our assertion follows
immediately.
Suppose next ab^O. Then, arguing as in the preceding paragraph, we see
that UV^FO. Since the analytic subset 26 is singular, the analytic subset Σ
τ
(0)=
φ(ΣΌ) is also singular. Note that, for every f e Δ * , the analytic subset 2^ is
non-singular. Therefore we must have 2T(O)=2O, so that φ(ΣΌ)=Σ0 Since Duo
is the disjoint union of D*
υ
 and 26, while D
ab is the disjoint union of Dfb and
20, this implies that φ(D*tP)=D*tb, and hence that the restriction φ* of φ to Dfv
gives a biholomorphic mapping of Df
v
 onto D*b.
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By Proposition 3.1, there exists a biholomorphic mapping ψ': DftV->D*b of
Z>2% onto D*b induced by an algebraic automorphism of (C*)2. Hence φ* can
be written in the form <p*=foψ\ where/eAut(D**). According to Proposi-
tion 3.2, we write / = / Ό / " , where f'eG(D*b) and/"eEAutalg(.D*j). Then we
have φ*=f'°f"°ψ', and the biholomorphic mapping f"oψ' of D*
v
 onto Z)Jpί is
induced by an algebraic automorphism of (C*)2.
Note that if, for constants ay β^C* with \a\
a\β\b=l, we set the trans-
formation π as
π: C2Ξ>(#, w) h-> (as, βw)<=C2y
which is an automorphism of D* b as well as an automorphism of Daby and if h
is any elemet element of G(D*tb)y then π°h=hΌπ for some A'eG(D* i ) . There-
fore, replacing <p by 7ro<p for a suitable transformation π of this form, we may
assume that ψ:=f//oψ/ is given as in the remark after Proposition 3.1.
Write / ' in the form (3.2). Using (3.1), we see that φ* is written as
(4 3) φ*:D*9 3(z,to)h+
{\{zawh
Note that λ is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on Δ*. Since 9?* has
the holomorphic extension φ from D$
υ
 to D
uvy it follows that \(ζ) has at most
pole at ζ=0, and hence that X(ζ)=ζk\*(ζ) for rn integer k and a nowhere-
vanishing holomorphic function λ* on Δ. Substituting this into (4.3), we have
(4.4) φ*(zy to) = (X*(zawb)-bzp'w«', \*(zawb)azr'ws'),
where p'=—kab+p, qr=—WJ
r
qy r'=ka
2+r, and s'=kab+s. If we define
an elementg of G(D
ab) by
g(z, w) = (\*(zawb)bz, \*(zawbyaw),
then, by (4.4) and (3.1), for (*, w)eZ)* f >
(goφ)(zyw) = (goφ*)(z,w)
= {zp'wq'y zr'w3').
Since goφ is a biholomorphic mapping of D
uυ
 onto D
ab and since both Duv
and D
ab contain the origin, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that goφ is either the
identity transformation or the transformation of the form
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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